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Chapter 411 Disappearing 

He will let several Mutants with attacking powers stop the X-Men, and hopefully kill them all. Red Skull 

is left with the Mutant with detection ability and another Level 4 Mutant, which was Red Skull’s last 

chance. Of course, if he can’t escape this way, Red Skull can only do that thing. Although the danger of 

doing that is also great, it is at least much better than falling into the hands of SHIELD or X-Men. 

“Yes!” The controlled Mutants beside Red Skull agreed and rushed towards the position where X-Men 

were, they would give their lives to help Red Skull leave, that’s how far their brainwashing went. 

Rumble! 

After a short delay at this corner, the fighting behind him became more intense. It seems that Rogers 

and others have arrived to support Falcon and the Alpha team and the Winter Soldiers wouldn’t be able 

to stop for long. 

“Damn it!” With a low roar, Red Skull seemed to know that he could no longer escape. 

Brush! 

There was a flash of struggle in his eyes and Red Skull finally carried the Magic Cube box into the front 

left channel. 

Just as Red Skull rushed into the corner of the front tunnel with the Magic Cube, a fierce battle was 

taking place in the tunnel from which he fled. The two sides of the battle were led by Red Skull’s Alpha 

team and Winter Soldiers and they were fighting against Captain Rogers Avengers team. 

Pū Pū Pū! 

With wings flapping at his back, Falcon made the most of his flying prowess in this relatively empty 

environment, threatening the armed Alpha crew with every dive. Alpha Team’s shock-wave weapon is a 

big threat to Falcon, too, and he has to concentrate on not get hit by them. 

Falcon was the only one at the beginning to catch up with the fleeing team but before he could find a 

way to drag the front team, the Alpha team had already launched an attack on him. If Falcon hadn’t 

responded quickly, he would have been injured now. Falcon didn’t know that some people were still 

fleeing but he suddenly found them but he could not rush towards them without taking care of the 

enemies in front of him. 

After Falcon fought for ten seconds alone, Rogers also arrived on the battlefield, which relieved some of 

the pressure on him. At the same time, Falcon also told Captain Rogers what he noticed. Then, Rogers 

judged that these must be the men left here to delay them. The really important people should be still 

fleeing. 

Boom! 

“Captain Rogers, we won’t be able to rush out with them still blocking our path!” Falcon shouted while 

flexibly avoiding a shockwave and did a counterattack while speaking to Rogers who was fighting with 

three Winter Soldiers on the ground. 



Their purpose was to prevent the important figures of Hydra from leaving, but now these apparently 

controlled abandoned soldiers are holding them back, which is not a good sign. 

Pū! 

Hearing Falcon’s shouts, Rogers on the ground just frowned as he couldn’t think of a way out of this 

current situation. Moreover, the three Winter Soldiers who fought against Rogers made him 

unconsciously think of his friend Bucky Barnes. When fighting, Rogers would always hold back. He knows 

these people are innocent. He doesn’t want to really hurt their lives. 

“Don’t worry, we are here!” Just when Rogers was silent, Mirage Knight’s voice suddenly came from 

each of their headsets. 

Howls Whew! 

As soon as Lin Rui’s voice came out, a dozen laser beams had shot down the passage from which Rogers 

had come from, targeting the Alpha squad and the Winter Soldiers, who were standing in their way. 

Behind the laser came dozens of Iron Men, and Mirage Knight. 

With so many Iron Man in the battle, the Alpha team and Winter Soldiers couldn’t hold them back 

anymore and fell down completely after a round of attacks. No one knew whether it was JARVIS’s own 

control or Lin Rui’s reminder as the Iron Man Armor did not cause fatal injuries to those controlled by 

Red Skull when they shot. 

Pū Pū Pū! 

Finally, one minute after the arrival of Iron Man, all the abandoned soldiers who were left behind by Red 

Skull fell down. Without staying here, Lin Rui has continued towards the back of the tunnel in the Iron 

Man Armor, and Captain Rogers naturally followed them. 

Rumble! 

When Lin Rui and their support arrived and quickly resolved those obstacles, fighting was also 

happening behind the passage. One side is the Battle Mutants left by Red Skull, and the other is X-Men. 

When Lin Rui rushed over, the battle here was also over, ending with X-Men’s victory. 

Call! 

Seeing a few X-Men wearing X-Men Combat Uniforms across the tunnel, Lin Rui quickly fell in front of 

them. Lin Rui had seen most of the X-Men who have appeared here and he is mot familiar with Storm. 

Card! 

“Storm, are these the men who have escaped to the rear? Was there anyone who escaped in the other 

direction?” Falling in front of Storm, Lin Rui comes straight out of his Iron Man Armor and asked Storm 

in a hurry. 

Whether it’s the Alpha squad and the Winter Soldiers who blocked Captain Rogers or the Mutants who 

blocked the X-Men here, these people are nothing compared to the important people of Hydra, the 

people who might be carrying the Magic Cube are not here right now. If Lin Rui had been chasing these 



people then they have been fooled. The real Hydra bigshot may have left in the other direction with the 

Magic Cube, but the chances are slim because Professor Charles has been looking at the area. 

“Yes, Professor Charles gave us the direction for us to stop these people from fleeing. However, apart 

from these Mutants, we have not seen other important Hydra figures. Perhaps there are other exits in 

this passage.” Looking at Mirage Knight who was obviously injured in front of her, Storm nodded and 

replied. 

“Other exits?…” Lin Rui’s eyes flashed in response to Storm’s answer. 

Call! 

Then, Lin Rui has quietly released his Insight Technique. Although Lin Rui’s Insight Technique does not 

have the same effect as Peter’s Spider-Sense in terms of danger perception, it has been promoted to 

Advanced’s Insight Technique with simple comparative detection ability. 

Card~ 

Huh~ 

Chapter 412 Life Saving Card Part 1 

When Lin Rui closed his eyes and began to use the Insight Technique to check for any hidden exits 

around him, Peter and others behind him were also approaching his location. However, Peter did not 

come out of the Iron Man Armor because he is now almost uncovered and people will recognize him if 

he comes out. 

Captain Rogers and others also heard what Storm had just said, so after seeing Lin Rui closing his eyes 

suddenly, they consciously didn’t make any sound, because, at a glance, they realized that Lin Rui was 

using some special methods to find possible hiding places. 

Hum~ 

Lin Rui closed his eyes and utilized the Insight Technique to the extreme, he carefully scanned this 

passage and then checked for any hidden exits. After five seconds, Lin Rui suddenly “Sees” that one part 

of this passage seems to be different from others. 

Pū! 

After penetrating into that wall with his mental power, Lin Rui suddenly seemed to bump into 

something, and his mental power maintaining the Insight Technique was shattered. 

“Hoo! Found it!” Lin Rui opened his eyes at the moment when his mental power was crushed. The 

moment Lin Rui’s mental power was crushed, he felt the familiar fluctuations, which is the power of 

Magic Cube! 

Brush! 

At the next moment, Lin Rui rushed towards the middle of the tunnel in an instant. Rogers and others 

who had been standing next to Lin Rui hurried to keep up, but because Lin Rui moved quickly, they were 

pulled a little behind. 



Lin Rui had pulled out his Thunder Blade while rushing towards the position he had just “Seen”. Lin Rui 

swiped the Blade ten meters away from that wall. 

Rumble! 

The Purple Blade Light flashed and the seemingly hard wall was directly cleaved in two by Lin Rui. 

Through this newly made passage, he could see that an exit was really hidden behind the wall and Lin 

Rui rushed in without any hesitation. 

Brush! 

Peter and others who were behind Lin Rui only saw Lin Rui suddenly pulling out the Thunder Blade and 

cleaved the wall, and then rushed in from the hole he had split open. Although they didn’t know what 

was behind that wall, Peter and others still followed. 

Brush! 

When Peter also rushed across the wall, he immediately sensed a familiar energy fluctuation in front of 

him, it was Magic Cube’s energy! This means that the Magic Cube is indeed here! 

At this time, the figure of Mirage Knight in front of him is already some distance away from them. It 

seems that Lin Rui already knows that the position of Magic Cube is in front. 

While Peter sensed the energy of Magic Cube, JARVIS had also detected this unusual fluctuation and 

reported the news to Tony, who was still in charge on the outside. Finally, Tony ordered JARVIS to help 

Mirage Knight get the Magic Cube with all their strength. Of course, he also ordered for Lin Rui’s safe 

return. 

Compared to Peter and JARVIS who already knew the Magic Cube was just around the corner, Captain 

Rogers and others who rushed in just knew that someone on this site was in hiding, perhaps a very 

important person inside Hydra. 

However, it was unclear whether Magic Cube was here for Captain Rogers, and Tony deliberately did not 

let JARVIS share the news with Rogers. 

Just as Peter and others hurried over, Lin Rui, who was at the forefront, was very excited. As he kept 

approaching his goal, Lin Rui could more and more sense the vast energy of the Space Infinity Stone. No 

doubt, the Magic Cube must be in front! 

However, in addition to being excited, Lin Rui also kept up his guard. Because, from the energy 

fluctuations of the Magic Cube he sensed, it seems that someone is using the power of the Magic Cube, 

and the Space fluctuations in front of him are getting stronger and stronger by the second. 

Therefore, Lin Rui did not reduce his speed but he was ready for defense. Although he did not believe 

that such a narrow channel can still have that very sophisticated piece of an instrument for converting 

Magic Cube energy but he will be careful and he would not make any mistakes. 

Brush! 

Pulling out all of his powers, Lin Rui’s entire figure turned into a phantom as he began to rush towards 

the location if the Magic Cube and crossing dozens of meters in a single step. 



According to his sensing powers, he is now less than 100 meters away from the location of the Magic 

Cube. If it wasn’t for a turn in front him that blocked the view, Lin Rui should have been able to see the 

Magic Cube now. However, the 100 meters distance would only require a few seconds for Lin Rui to 

cross it. 

Call! 

Finally, he reached the turn in the tunnel and he would now be able to face the position of the Magic 

Cube. However, when Lin Rui just turned the corner, a sharp AirWave attack had already rushed towards 

him! Sure enough, there would be some type of ambush here. 

Buzz! Brush! 

Feeling the Airwave Attack blasting towards him, Lin Rui wasn’t surprised. His right hand pulled out the 

Thunder Blade which has been resting at his waist. 

Rumble! 

A huge Purple Blade Light appeared from the Thunder Blade and the light instantly separated from the 

Thunder Blade and rushed out, directly colliding against the Airwave attack rushing towards him. 

Although this blade light did not gain any momentum, but the power contained in it was not small, it 

directly split apart the Airwave attack and continued to go towards the attacker behind that. 

Pū! 

Chapter 412 Life Saving Card Part 2 

Without any accident, the Mutants who were left here by Red Skull to guard against the enemy’s pursuit 

were directly hit by the Purple Bade Light and a large amount of blood spewed out from their mouth as 

they flew straight down and collapsed on the ground. 

This situation is the best situation for Lin Rui. If the Hydra Mutant was still awake, he will definitely 

attack Lin Rui because of the orders of the Red Skull and Lin Rui would have to hold back as he will not 

kill mercilessly and because he fears what X-Men would think of him when they see Lin Rui killing one of 

their own. 

After taking care of the person blocking his path, Lin Rui’s speed did not weaken at all, and he was finally 

able to see the situation of the Magic Cube in front of him at this time. 

However, when he saw the Magic Cube and the person holding the Magic Cube with his own eyes, Lin 

Rui was still surprised and shocked even with the not-to-be-surprised mentality that he had always 

exercised. 

“It’s really him! It’s Red Skull!” Lin Rui shouted in surprise looking at the face of the person holding the 

Magic Cube in front of him opening the space door through the Magic Cube. 

At this time, there was only one Mutant with little fighting ability left beside the Red Skull and he was 

not going to fight anymore. 



When Red Skull found that his retreat was also blocked by some people, he had already made a decision 

to use his last trick: To forcibly use the energy of Magic Cube to open the space door and teleport 

himself away from here! 

However, Red Skull wanted to stay in this very secret location to start the Magic Cube to open the space 

door securely as he didn’t want to be discovered by Lin Rui and others. Now Red Skull was forced to 

leave with the last ounce of luck and do everything in a hurry as he knew that if he stopped here, he is 

going to die. 

“He is going to open the Space Door?! I can’t let him leave!” Lin Rui has reacted after the surprise of 

seeing Red Skull passed away, seeing Red Skull’s movements, the expressions on his face changed 

instantly and his speed has surged again by almost three times. 

Red Skull is hiding here to forcibly start the Magic Cube. Obviously, he has no other options and Lin Rui 

does not need to guard against anything. 

As for Red Skull’s strength, he is at most at the Winter Soldier level and that level of strength is nothing 

in front of Lin Rui. As for the power of the Magic Cube, Lin Rui does not think that Red Skull has the 

ability to use the power of Magic Cube, otherwise, he will not become so flustered that he wants to 

open the Space Door and escape. 

Buzz~ 

When Lin Rui comes to Red Skull with accelerated speed, the Magic Cube held by Red Skull has been 

shaken by the stimulation of the instruments in the box, and the unstable space fluctuation is constantly 

transmitted to it. 

However, Red Skull is resisting with grits teeth. Red Skull knows that whether he can avoid this trap 

today depends on whether Magic Cube can successfully open the Space Door. 

Buzz! 

Finally, under the intense and nervous expectations of Red Skull, a blue light rushed out of the Magic 

Cube and a small Space Door was opened around the box. This Space Door is very unstable, and it is not 

large enough, it is not clear where it will lead to, and whether the location of the transmission will be 

dangerous or not. 

However, Red Skull obviously will not take care of so much now, he will just wait for the Space Door to 

expand to a certain range and will rush in without hesitation. 

“That is!… Red Skull!” Just after Red Skull finally relied on Magic Cube to open the space door, an angry 

shout passed from behind Lin Rui. It was the voice of Steve Rogers, it seems that the others have 

reached the turn in the tunnel. 

After turning the corner, Captain Rogers saw at a glance who was holding the Magic Cube in front of 

him. That was Red Skull, who should have died sixty years ago! 

Red Skull was an unsuccessful case of Super Soldier Serum Experiment but his strength has improved by 

a large margin, but his face became that of a Devil and he didn’t even look human anymore, he is just 

someone who had a human figure but none of its qualities. 



Red Skull had intended to lead Hydra to dominate the world. If it wasn’t for Rogers who was finally 

injected with the perfect Super Soldier Serum and succeeded, maybe Red Skull could really have 

succeeded. 

So, after seeing his rival from sixty years ago, Captain Rogers was shocked and shouted angrily. Now 

Rogers also understands that the original Red Skull was not dead at all, and has been lurking inside 

Hydra. If Hydra hadn’t gotten to this point, they wouldn’t even know that Red Skull was alive. 

However, although they have seen Red Skull again but Red Skull has opened the Space Door. If they look 

at the distance, Rogers is too late to stop Red Skull from leaving. Lin Rui, the closest to Red Skull, is still a 

short distance away. 

Chapter 413 Perishes Together?! 

Red Skull had seen Rogers shouting angrily after seeing him, but he didn’t care. The Space Door in front 

of him had opened enough for him to leave. As for Captain America or something, as long as Red Skull 

has the Magic Cube in his hand, he won’t care about some Captain America. Right now, the Magic Cube 

is his sole priority. 

“Okay!” When the Space Door in front of Red Skull had expanded to one meter in length and width, Red 

Skull felt it was big enough. Although the open Space Door was painted black, and there was a very cold 

feeling coming from the other side and it seemed that it was not a good place, but Red Skull had no 

choice. 

Call! 

Without any hesitation, Red Skull had grabbed the box’s handle and went towards the Space Door. As 

long as he enters and closes the Magic Cube box, the Space Door will instantly disappear, so he wouldn’t 

worry about someone following him. As long as Red Skull is still alive, Hydra will always have a day in 

which they would be able to come back. 

Seeing that Red Skull had reached halfway into the unstable Space Door, Rogers was getting anxious. 

Peter has also asked JARVIS to fire many laser beams at Red Skull but they are always getting stopped 

near the Space Door. It seems that the Space Door opened by the Magic Cube has a built-in defense 

shield. 

“Haha! You can’t stop me!” Red Skull shouted after seeing the failed attempts to stop him. 

“You can’t go! I won’t let you!” Not noticing Rogers’s worry. Lin Rui, who was closest to Red Skull let out 

a cold cry after seeing the Space Door where most of Red Skull’s body had already penetrated. 

“Full Internal energy, Release!!” 

Boom! 

Pū Pū Pū! 

At the next moment, a lavender light burst out from Lin Rui’s body, then shrank back again. Then, Peter 

and others in the back saw a black figure shrouded in lilac light directly hit the Space Door at a speed 

exceeding the speed of sound. 



“No!” 

“Be careful!” 

Seeing the desperate figure crashing into the Space Door, Peter and Rogers shouted in shock from 

behind. Although it would be a pity if Red Skull escaped but they would not want Mirage Knight to 

accompany him. 

However, Lin Rui, who exploded out with all of his internal energy was desperate. In order to not let Red 

Skull take the Magic Cube away, Lin Rui struggles and consumed his internal energy and risks being killed 

by the Space Attack. In this collision, Lin Rui blocked the space energy attack on him by using Phantom 

Suit’s defense and he also used all of his strength. It can be said that in order to get the Magic Cube, Lin 

Rui got a little crazy at the moment. 

Pū! 

In the cries of worry of Peter and others, Lin Rui’s figure directly hit the Space Door defense, and the 

invisible space barrier only blocked Lin Rui from being violent internally in less than a few tenths of a 

second before the Internal Energy and Space Energy crashed away. Then, Lin Rui, who had exhausted his 

Internal Energy on his body surface directly hit the scared Red Skull. 

Buzz! 

The next moment, the figure of Red Skull and Lin Rui disappeared into the Space Door. Of course, the 

box that had been held by Red Skull also disappeared. Then, before Peter and others could rush over, 

the already extremely unstable Space Door twisted twice on itself and immediately burst open. 

Rumble! 

The violent Space Shock wave generated by the explosion of the Space Door struck Peter and others 

who had been rushing towards the Space Door. In the process of reverse flight, Hawkeye and others 

with lower physical quality were directly stunned. But people like Rogers and Peter are still barely 

awake, but they no longer have Red Skull, Magic Cube, and Mirage Knight in their sight. 

Pū Pū Pū! 

Two seconds later, when the aftermath of the Space Gate explosion disappeared, Peter and others who 

were shocked by the shock wave fell to the ground one after another. Regardless of the multiple injuries 

on his body caused by the shock wave, Peter had driven the equally damaged Iron Man to the location 

where the Space Door had disappeared. 

However, there is no more space fluctuation here, and Lin Rui has disappeared with Red Skull. As for 

whether they are alive or dead, it is unknown, it is highly uncertain whether such an unstable portal will 

teleport them and whether there will be any accidents during the teleport process. For Peter and others 

who saw the explosion of the space door, Mirage Knight almost perished with Red Skull. 

Boom! 

Kakaka! 



Squatting halfway down to where the Space Door had disappeared, Peter thumped his fists down on the 

ground. Under the blessing of the Iron Man Armor, the solid ground was directly blown out by Peter, 

and a cobweb-like crack spread out with Peter as the center. 

“Jackson!!!” Peter, shrouded in the Iron Man Armor gritted his teeth, shouting Lin Rui’s name loudly in 

his heart. 

Dada~ 

Footsteps came from behind Peter as he repeatedly punched the ground to vent his anger. It was Steve 

Rogers, who wanted to comfort him after seeing Peter’s almost self-mutilating vent. However, after 

walking behind Peter, Rogers couldn’t say anything. After all, he also knew that Mirage Knight might be 

a good friend with Spiderman in reality. 

“Red Skull… As much as I want you to die, I hope you don’t die in this teleportation.” Looking up at the 

dark passage ahead, Rogers thought in silence. Should any accidents appear in this Space transfer then 

Mirage Knight would probably have died. So Rogers had to hope for the safety of Mirage Knight. 

Huh! 

Red Skull on this side had used the Magic Cube to forcibly open the Space Door and he intended to 

teleport away, he was knocked in by Lin Rui and they both disappeared in the Space Door together. 

Finally, the Space Door that lost the energy of the Magic Cube burst and injured everyone, and Storm 

led X-Men and appeared at this time. 

After seeing the seriously wounded unconscious Hawkeye and others lying on the ground, and the ugly 

expressions on Rogers’s face in front of her, and the Spiderman in the Iron Man Armor constantly 

smashing the ground, Storm could not figure out what had happened just now. However, when Storm 

noticed that there were no more people here, her face became serious. 

“Where is Mirage Knight?” Then, Storm looked forward to Rogers who seemed to be sober and asked 

her doubts. 

Boom! 

However, Rogers did not immediately answer Storm’s words. After hearing Storm’s words, Peter 

suddenly stopped hitting the ground and slowly stood up. 

“Captain Rogers, I’m leaving first.” Peter stood up and turned to Rogers behind him, then said calmly. 

“Yeah okay.” 

Brush! 

Then, Peter didn’t say anything to the X-Men. After activating Iron Man’s flight system, he quickly 

rushed out of the secret passage. After Peter flew out, more movements of Iron Man leaving came from 

the outside passage. 

Storm: “…” 

She felt that she had just asked a question she should not have asked. 



Chapter 414: Sacrifice 

After Peter left with the Iron Man Armor, the awkward Storm looked at Rogers who was still standing in 

front of her. She didn’t know what was happening here, but looking at Spiderman’s departure just now, 

something bad must have happened here. 

“Captain Rogers, what just happened here?” Storm asked, seeing Rogers not saying anything. 

The main purpose of X-Men today was to rescue the Mutants controlled by Hydra. As for the secret 

Magic Cube, Charles did not tell Storm about it but he told the X-Men to cooperate with Captain Rogers. 

So, after seeing that she didn’t know what had happened here, Storm was feeling very puzzled. 

“I will tell Professor Charles about the specific things. Now, let’s clear this Hydra base completely.” 

Rogers is in a very bad mood now, and he replied lightly after hearing Storm’s question. He can’t let 

many people know about Magic Cube so he didn’t explain it to Storm. 

“Uh… okay.” Not expecting Rogers to reply like this, Storm was stunned but she didn’t have any 

opinions, so she agreed. 

Then, Rogers walked to the position of Hawkeye and others who were slowly waking up on the ground. 

Hawkeye and others were seriously injured by the shock wave generated by the explosion of the Space 

Door just now. They can now wake up because they are stronger than ordinary people. Among the three 

who were also stunned, Daredevil was in the best situation, followed by Falcon, and Hawkeye was the 

most seriously injured. 

“Are you all right?” Rogers asked with concern as he lifted Hawkeye, who was still confused. 

In addition to Hawkeye, Falcon and Daredevil have already climbed up on their own, but they were not 

in a very good condition. However, they are all Equipped with the Recovery Gene Therapy Serum, and 

they have injected themselves after waking up, and their injuries are gradually fading. 

“Cough! I’m okay.” Hawkeye replied hard, holding back the pain in his body. 

“Where is Mirage Knight?! Where is Spiderman!?” Just after Hawkeye had answered Rogers’ words, a 

voice of extreme worry suddenly came out. It was Daredevil Matt, who had remembered what 

happened before he was stunned. Now Mirage Knight, Red Skull, and Magic Cube are gone and the 

Space Door had also disappeared, and a bad feeling rose in Matt’s heart. 

“Spiderman just left. As for Mirage Knight, we will end this operation first, and then I will tell you what 

you want to know.” After hearing Daredevil’s question, Rogers looked at Matt and answered as quietly 

as possible. 

“Damn it!” Daredevil cursed when he heard such a vague answer from Rogers. 

Brush! 

Then, regardless of the many X-Men standing in front of him, Daredevil rushed straight out. Under the 

influence of the Recovery Gene Therapy Serum, although Daredevil’s injuries cannot be recovered 

instantaneously, his mobility will not be greatly affected. Since Rogers wouldn’t explain anything in front 

of the X-Men, Daredevil went to find someone who could tell him the truth. 



Although, Daredevil already almost knew what happened to Mirage Knight. However, he was 

instinctively unwilling to believe that conjecture. Perhaps Mirage Knight was just injured in the explosion 

of the Space Door and then left with Spiderman for treatment. 

Looking at Daredevil’s back, the expressions in Rogers’ eyes were complicated and he didn’t say 

anything. Then he turned to look at Hawkeye and Falcon next to him, who were also wearing ugly 

expressions at this time. 

“Let’s go out, the battle outside should be completely under the control of SHIELD by now.” Mirage 

Knight and Red Skull “Died Together,” The Avengers are seriously injured, and Rogers is not in the mood 

to fight anymore. 

Hearing Rogers’ words, Falcon and Hawkeye glanced at each other and nodded. In today’s battle, they 

have played their role as the Front Line Troops and they have also forced out the Red Skull that Hydra 

has been hiding. In the end, Mirage Knight and Red Skull were swallowed by the explosion of the Space 

Door, and there is little chance of their survival. 

It’s just that Mirage Knight sacrificed himself. In that situation, neither Falcon nor Hawkeye thought that 

Mirage Knight had a chance to survive. They are not like Spiderman or Daredevil who have great 

confidence in Lin Rui, they only have their own instinctive judgment. 

Subsequently, Only three of the injured Avengers and the intact X-Men left the secret passageway with 

a handful of captive Mutants. 

… 

Brush! 

While Rogers and others were leaving the secret passage together, Peter, who had left early, was flying 

toward the outside of the Hydra base in a Iron Man Armor. While rushing outwards, Peter also defeated 

many of the remaining Hydra members to vent his anger. 

“JARVIS, Jackson would be fine! Right?” Peter has two tear lines on his face, hiding in his Iron Man Skull, 

but he doesn’t want to believe that his best friend has died with Red Skull. 

“Peter, I’m sorry to tell you this but under such circumstances, the chances of Jackson surviving are very 

small.” Although JARVIS already has a little humanity, it is clear that he will not lie to comfort Peter at 

this time. 

“No! That’s not true! Red Skull dared to use the Magic Cube to open the Space Door, so he must have 

some guarantee that he would be able to safely get out. So Jackson’s going to be fine!” Not believing 

JARVIS’s analysis, Peter exclaimed obstinately. 

“I already know, Peter. Come back and we’ll talk about Jackson.” Just as Peter was getting emotional, 

Tony’s voice came from inside the Iron Man Armor. 

JARVIS has told Tony exactly what happened and he was as concerned about Jackson as Peter was. 

However, compared to Peter’s emotional state, Tony still had to calm down a lot. Regardless of whether 

Lin Rui has died with Red Skull now, they have to end today’s battle. 



In Tony’s opinion, maybe Lin Rui may still be alive. Because Tony knew that Lin Rui was a very amazing 

young man. Although the power of Magic Cube is very powerful, the transmission problem caused by 

the explosion of the Space Door may be a dangerous situation for others, but for Lin Rui, there may be 

some hope. 

“Mr. Stark! Jackson, he…” 

“Don’t worry, I also believe that Jackson will not die like this. As long as he is alive, I will find him no 

matter where he is teleported to.” Tony spoke seriously after hearing the sadness in Peter’s voice. 

“Well! Jackson must be alive!” 

… 

An hour after Red Skull and Lin Rui disappeared due to the Space Door opened by the Magic Cube, the 

battle against Hydra was finally over. SHIELD paid some price and sacrifice to completely destroy this 

large base of Hydra and also forced out Red Skull which is a remarkable record. 

However, there was one thing that everyone would regret in this battle, and that was the sacrifice of a 

Vigilante. Perhaps not many people know the real identity of this Vigilante, but everyone will remember 

him. 

Chapter 415 Missing Mirage Knight 

On the Top floor of Stark Industries building in New York. The battle against Hydra has been over for two 

hours and Tony has returned to New York as soon as the battle was over. Peter is back with him. Now, 

Peter is walking back and forth in Tony’s luxurious office lobby. 

At this time, Peter wore a very distressed appearance, the spider suit that had been destroyed was not 

taken off but under the powerful Recovery effect of the Gene Therapy Serum and Peter’s own 

accelerated healing, the injuries on his body have become much better. 

Call! 

“JARVIS, is there any news from Jackson?” Finally, after walking back and forth dozens of times, Peter 

asked at the computer on his desk. 

“Not yet, Peter,” JARVIS answered the same as before, although he also wanted to find Lin Rui. 

Three hours have passed since Lin Rui and Red Skull were teleported away by the Space Door. Of course, 

this is on the premise that Red Skull and Mirage Knight did not die because of the explosion of the Space 

Door. Tony spent all his resources to find the figure of Mirage Knight in these three hours. But who 

knows how powerful the Magic Cube’s teleport ability really is, and if Lin Rui and Red Skull hadn’t died 

from the power of the Space Storms, they might be anywhere on earth right now. 

And if Lin Rui really did not die because of the Unstable Space Door, he also has a great chance to be 

transmitted to a very dangerous place, such as outer space and the like. Because no one knows where 

the Space Door opened by Magic Cube will send them to, it is impossible to use the power of Tony and 

SHIELD to actually search the whole earth to find Lin Rui who may have teleported to any corner of the 

world. 



Boom! 

At JARVIS’s unemotional reply, Peter punched the table angrily. Had Peter not been worried that this 

was Tony’s company, he would not have held back his power in this punch and would have enough 

energy to smash the table. 

Ding~ 

Just when Peter was angry at Tony’s office because he was worried about Lin Rui’s safety, an elevator 

alert sound came out, and someone came up through Tony’s private elevator. After hearing the sound, a 

flash of light flashed through Peter’s eyes and he hurried toward the elevator. 

“Mr. Stark! Any word from the SHIELD or the X-Men about Jackson?!” The elevator door is only half 

open, but before Tony comes out, Peter already began to ask anxiously. 

Seeing Peter’s worried face, Tony sighed silently inside. Instead of answering Peter right away, Tony gets 

out of the lift first. Tony walked towards the living room and Peter was at Tony’s side the whole time. 

“You sit down first.” Tony walked over to the sofa and said, looking at Peter standing in front of him. 

Call! 

In order to get Lin Rui’s news earlier, Peter sat down on Tony’s luxurious sofa. 

“I have just contacted SHIELD and X-Men and they have been looking for the whereabouts of Mirage 

Knight and Red Skull. In fact, they found two other smaller Hydra bases within two hours but no sign of 

Red Skull or Mirage Knight has been found.” Seeing that Peter was sitting down, Tony went on to tell 

him what he had just heard. 

Mirage Knight and Red Skull were swallowed together by the Space Gate. This thing can’t be concealed 

or hidden. Both SHIELD and X-Men know that Hydra has been hiding this Red Skull. However, just after 

discovering the existence of Red Skull, he and Mirage Knight “Died together”. 

In SHIELD and X-Men’s view, in such a situation, Mirage Knight and Red Skull have little chance of 

survival. However, they still mobilized a lot of resources to find them. Through their joint search, the 

remaining bases of Hydra were also found, but there was no trace of Mirage Knight and Red Skull. 

If Red Skull planned to use the Space Gate to leave at that time, the transmission destination he had 

originally set should be one of the bases of Hydra. However, in the case of extremely unstable Space 

Doors, the transmission should have failed, as Peter and Rogers and others have seen. 

Call! 

“We should keep looking if we can’t find them! I’m sure we can find Jackson! He’ll be fine! How could he 

not be?!” At Tony’s words, Peter jumped up from the sofa and shouted. 

For Peter, it was a big blow to see Lin Rui and Red Skull getting swallowed by the Space Gate. Peter, who 

has experienced the power of Magic Cube himself knows that that kind of power cannot be resisted by 

manpower. Peter’s insistence, on the one hand, is his blind trust Lin Rui, and on the other hand, he is 

deeply deceiving himself. 



“Don’t worry, I’m not going to stop looking for Jackson. But we should be prepared not to find him. After 

all…” Watching Peter get excited, Tony had nothing else to say but comfort him. 

Tony doesn’t want anything to happen to Lin Rui either, but the fact that he jumped into an Unstable 

Space is also there. Even if Tony has great confidence in Lin Rui, his confidence in this situation will not 

last long. 

“No, as long as we keep looking, we will find Jackson! I will go find him personally! And Harry! I can ask 

Harry to help! And Jerry! We will all find him! League of Defender can’t do without Mirage Knight! We 

can’t lose Jackson!” Peter still shouted strongly when he heard Tony’s apparent comfort tone. 

Looking at Peter, Tony no longer comforted him. Maybe Peter is right to think so. What if Lin Rui is really 

alive? Although such hopes are slim. 

“Peter, you have to clean yourself first, and then go home. Don’t tell his parents about Jackson’s 

disappearance. I will tell his parents that Jackson will help me experiment in recent days. Of course, if he 

really… …At that time, you still need to comfort his parents. So, you need to adjust your state.” When 

Peter was quiet again, Tony looked at him and said in a deep tone. 

Mirage Knight is Jackson and the only person who knows that right now is just Tony and Peter and 

Harry. If Lin Rui does die, however, that secret will not be kept. Then, of course, there would be no need 

for secrecy. Tony takes Lin Rui’s parents seriously, however, how would he tell them that their son has 

sacrificed himself for no apparent reason. 

“I know, Mr. Stark, thank you,” Peter said after hearing Tony. 

Then Peter walked calmly towards the living area behind Tony’s office. Peter needs to clean himself up 

and go home to see Lin Rui’s parents. If Lin Rui is really gone, Peter has to take care of them for Lin Rui. 

Twenty minutes later, Peter had left the Stark Industries building in his new clothes prepared for him by 

Tony. Watching Happy driving Peter down the road, Tony sighed deeply. 

“Jackson, how can you be so stupid?!” 

Chapter 416 Escaping 

Brush! 

A silver figure galloped across the empty land in the Western United States, lifting a blanket of sand 

behind him. Less than a minute after this silver figure rushed past, space fluctuations suddenly appeared 

somewhere in this wilderness. Then, a Space Portal appeared out of thin air, and Blink and Colossus and 

another X-Men with long hair came out of it. 

“They really can run! It’s been almost twelve hours, and instead of catching them, we have been led by 

them.” Colossus coming out of the space door looked at the silver figure that was about to disappear 

into the distance in the distance and spoke helplessly. 

“Relax, they can’t run away, Professor Charles keeps locking them. Unless they can’t run out of power, 

we will catch up with them sooner or later.” Standing next to Colossus is an X-Men that Lin Rui hasn’t 

seen before. His ability is the evolution of the five senses, nicknamed the ‘Path Finder’, he is generally 

there when the X-Men need to track someone. He comforted Colossus after hearing his words. 



“Then let’s take a five-minute break, Blink can’t use her abilities continuously.” Looking at the figure in 

front, Colossus looked at Blink, who looked pale next to him. 

“Yeah, let’s take a break.” Blink didn’t speak but the other two agreed as they knew that Blink needed 

rest. 

Then the three X-Men took a break here. They had been on the road since they picked up this mission 

from Professor Charles yesterday. Although it was Blink who used her abilities, they were still unable to 

catch up with the fleeing figures and felt a little upset. After all, it had been twelve hours. 

In the battle against Hydra yesterday, X-Men also sent a lot of their main forces to the war, and they 

finally captured some Mutants who were controlled by Hydra and Red Skull. Now, those Mutants who 

were controlled and brainwashed are imprisoned in the X Academy and Professor Charles is working to 

find a way to heal them. 

In the follow-up battle yesterday, after Mirage Knight and Red Skull were swallowed together by the 

Magic Cube’s Space Gate, SHIELD was met with a large blockage when they were attacking another 

Hydra base. The main obstacle comes from two powerful Mutants, one with Speed powers and the 

other one have some Weird Mind powers. Obviously, these two were Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch who 

escaped in the battle of Golden Gate Bridge. 

After learning the news, Professor Charles directly sent out the X-Men. However, although the number 

of X-Men were very good. But after a simple fight, Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch, who knew that they 

wouldn’t be able to last long, escaped. 

With Quicksilver fully mobilizing his abilities, X-Men really couldn’t catch up with them. Therefore, 

Professor Charles asked Blink to take Colossus and another X-Men who is good at tracking and pursued 

them according to the direction he gave. This chase has been going for about twelve hours. 

From day to night to day, Quicksilver has a short rest period and X-Men has a short rest period. Now, 

Blink must take a break every time she opens the Space Door. Fortunately, with Professor Charles’s 

mind lock, and the X-Men who is good at tracking, Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch never managed to get 

out of their range. 

“I’m well-rested.” After a five-minute rest, Blink opened her eyes and spoke faintly. 

“Well, Let me see where they are now.” Upon hearing Blink, PathFinder looked towards the location 

where Quicksilver had disappeared. 

When the PathFinder looked forward, his pupils dilated instantly, and the color of his eyes became 

deeper. After using his own Mutant ability, he can see extremely far places. 

“Found them!” Five seconds later, PathFinder’s pupil shrank and he shouted. 

“That position is about 35 kilometers away. They are now resting, and it seems that they won’t be able 

to persevere for a long time.” PathFinder took back his sight and pointed out the current position of 

Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch, and also said their current situation. 

Buzz~ 



“Let’s go!” Without much delay, Blink waved her hand and opened the Space Door after determining the 

location of the journey. 

Brush! 

Then, the three X-Men walked into the Space Door again and moved towards Quicksilver’s position. 

… 

Just as the X-Men traced Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch’s position and opened the Space Door again, 

Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch were hiding under a small hill to rest at this time. Indeed, as PathFinder 

though, Quicksilver, who has been running all the way can’t hold on anymore. His speed is fast but he 

can’t get rid of Blink who has space jumping ability. 

“Pietro, can you still hold on?” Scarlet Witch asked worriedly, looking at the gruff Quicksilver sitting on 

the floor. 

If Scarlet Witch wasn’t injured in the fight last night, they should have escaped by now. Although 

Professor Charles’ mental lock is powerful, Scarlet Witch’s mental strength is also strong enough to 

shield them from this mental lock when she is not injured. 

And this escape depends on Quicksilver’s ability, which also enabled Scarlet Witch to recover some of 

her strength. Twelve hours had passed, and Scarlet Witch decided that she should be able to block 

Professor Charles’s mental lock by now as Quicksilver really won’t last long. 

“How is your recovery? I can still run for about a hundred kilometers, and then I won’t be able to run 

anymore.” Seeing Scarlet Witch’s worry-filled face, Quicksilver asked a question first, and then 

expressed how long he could persist. 

“A hundred kilometers? As long as I can block this damn mental lock, it should be enough for us to get 

rid of the Mutant who can see far away.” After hearing Quicksilver’s answer, Scarlet Witch seriously said 

after thinking about it. 

“Are you confident? If you don’t make it the first time, maybe we won’t get away with it this time! I 

don’t know why the X-Men are after us! I thought after Red Skull died, we would really be free, but I 

didn’t realize the X-Men were this crazy.” Hearing the words of Scarlet Witch, Pietro asked another 

sentence gravely. Then Quicksilver teased them about their situation, clearly confused by the X-Men’s 

pursuit. 

“I don’t know why they are targeting us so much. We didn’t do much damage to X-Men even when we 

were in Hydra. Speaking of which, they seemed to be overreacting this time!” Hearing Quicksilver, 

Scarlet Witch couldn’t help saying that. 

The brother and sister really don’t understand why the X-Men are so desperate to pursue the two of 

them. Hydra has already been destroyed and the two of them don’t plan to fight anyone in the future. 

Of course, Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch didn’t know that Professor Charles wanted to target them 

because Lin Rui had talked about them. A pair of Mutant brother and sister with Level 4 Mutant ability 

whit one of them likely to reach Level 5 in the future, which makes Professor Charles attach great 

importance to them. 



“No! They’re chasing us again!” Just as Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch finally took a break, Scarlet Witch 

suddenly stood up and shouted nervously. 

“Pietro, I will first shield us from that strong mental power, and then we will leave. Remember, you have 

to take us a hundred kilometers away this time and we would be able to get rid of them.” Then, Scarlet 

Witch reminded Quicksilver after mobilizing her powers. 

Buzz! 

“Go!” She shouted sternly after a pale red light enveloped Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch. 

Brush! 

Then, Quicksilver picked up Scarlet Witch and silver and red light intertwined as they ran away into the 

distance. 

Dada~ 

Just as Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch left again, there was a roar outside the small valley. Then, a huge 

figure of Colossus broke in. However, by this time Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch had already escaped. 

Chapter 417 Missing Day 1 

“The steel behemoth that was lifted from Washington two days ago has now been recognized by SHIELD 

as their Helicarrier. This Helicarrier takes a lot of time to build…” 

“A spokesman for SHIELD said that they had achieved a near-perfect victory in their latest attack on the 

global terror group named Hydra. Today, we’re at…” 

“According to a source… The SHIELD has lost a lot of brave men and women to get rid of Hydra, and 

members of Congress have questioned the SHIELD’s rights and oversight…” 

“A secret informant had spoken to our station and revealed that this attack against the Hydra terrorist 

group was an action by SHIELD teamed up with the New York Vigilante group known as the League of 

Defender and some Moderate Mutants forces. And it’s not just SHIELD soldiers who have been killed in 

this operation, it’s heroes...” 

It has been two days since the action against Hydra. Under the covert signal of pervasive American 

journalists and government agencies, some reports have been released. The news released one by one 

is explosive, which has shocked the people all over the world. 

Some media programs even use some hearsay to attract audience ratings. For example, they made 

some bold guesses about whether there is vigilante’s sacrifice in this fight, and who made the sacrifice. 

They used this event to arouse the interest of gossipers. Although this method is not so welcome but 

everyone likes this kind of routine. 

For a time, the entire United States was paying attention to this matter, and the Vigilantes’ popularity 

rose again. People who were originally a Vigilante fan hurriedly wanted to know if their favorite 

Vigilante had some accident. For a time, the League of Defender’s fan website almost collapsed due to 

the high traffic. 



Jerry, who has been staying at the League of Defender base to take care of Deadpool, is watching the 

reports on the Internet. However, in addition to maintaining the normal operation of the website, Jerry 

has nothing to do. Because Jerry is one of the few people who knows the truth. 

For the other people, they would only be concerned about the Vigilante who sacrificed himself for a 

while, and then they will forget him after a while because Vigilante has little contact with their lives. 

However, for Jerry, he and Lin Rui knew each other and Lin Rui’s disappearance which meant death was 

a big blow to him. 

Call! 

“What is this? Do they all think I’m dead?” Just as Jerry frowned as he watched the Internet guessing 

which Vigilante was dead, a long-lost voice suddenly came from behind him. 

Hearing the voice from behind him, Jerry quickly turned to look. After Jerry turned his head, he saw 

Deadpool standing behind him bending over and staring at the computer. 

“Deadpool! You are finally awake!” Jerry exclaimed in surprise when he saw Deadpool standing alive 

behind him. Although Mirage Knight’s situation is not known by anyone and Jerry was sad, but 

Deadpool, who was already “Dead”, was still alive, which took some of his sadness away. 

“Well, I just woke up, and my body still hurts.” Deadpool nodded and answered. After spending a week 

on the couch, Deadpool finally recovered and woke up. 

“By the way, are these people feeling sad for me? But how could I be dead? Don’t they know me at all!” 

After answering Jerry, Deadpool’s attention turned to the computer again. He saw some of the above 

posts that are discussing the sacrifice of a Vigilante and he is dissatisfied. 

Deadpool has been in a coma at the League of Defender base for more than a week, and his memory 

remains that of the battle on the Golden Gate Bridge a week ago. He only remembered that he was hit 

by a terrorist attack, and then he fell unconscious. Then, he woke up at the League of Defender base and 

saw people on the Internet discussing the dead Vigilante. 

Therefore, Deadpool thought that these people were talking about him. Although Deadpool feels that 

these people are underestimating him but seeing so many people’s attention to him, Deadpool is still a 

little proud of himself. However, Jerry’s eyes gradually dimmed after hearing Deadpool’s words. 

“Deadpool, they are not talking about you.” Jerry’s gaze shifted to the computer screen again and he 

spoke heavily. 

“Not me? Who else is there?…You mean, besides me…No!” Deadpool didn’t respond when he heard 

Jerry’s words but he soon remembered something and shouted. 

Deadpool thought carefully after hearing Jerry’s words. He himself almost died under that horrible 

attack, so what about those without his ability? If they were also hit by that, they would not be able to 

bear it at all. 

“Where is Spiderman? Where are all the others? Who are they talking about? Didn’t they all run away? I 

remember that they all ran away in the end!” Deadpool shouted nervously when he saw Jerry’s look. 



“Deadpool, you have been in a coma for more than a week. The fight at Golden Gate Bridge has already 

ended a week ago.” Seeing Deadpool’s reaction, Jerry knew that Deadpool must still be thinking about 

the fight at Golden Gate Bridge a week ago, so he reminded. 

“I’ve been in a coma for more than a week?! How is it possible?! What happened in this week? Who are 

they talking about now?!” Deadpool was completely stunned when he heard Jerry’s words. 

With the powerful Recovery ability of Deadpool, he was unconscious for more than a week before 

waking up, which made Wade very shocked. And what happened during this time, what are these 

people talking about on the Internet? This is what Deadpool cares about now. 

“A lot has happened this week, but the most important thing was yesterday’s battle. What these people 

on the Internet said is Mirage Knight…” 

Deadpool: “How is that even possible?!…” 

Jerry: “…” 

“You are speaking the truth?” 

… 

Boom! 

Peter stayed at home this day and didn’t go to school. After watching the big reports on TV about the 

battles of the previous two days and the speculation about the suspected Vigilante, he directly squeezed 

the remote control on his hand. Peter is having a very bad day because Lin Rui was missing. If Tony 

hadn’t stopped Peter, he might not be sitting quietly at home waiting for some news. 

“Peter! Harry is here!” As Peter stared at the TV, Aunt May’s voice came in from the outside. 

Card~ 

Then the door of Peter’s room was pushed open. Harry looked at Peter with an ugly expression on his 

face and walked in, he then sat down on the sofa beside Peter. Peter didn’t say anything to Harry, and 

Harry sitting beside Peter didn’t speak either. They just sat there quietly, watching the speculative 

reports on TV. 

“You know Jackson, he might…” 

“No, I believe in him!” 

“Okay, I will wait with you.” 

Chapter 418 Missing Day 2 

Dududu~ 

At a stray dog ??home in Queens, New York, Thor dialed Lin Rui’s phone again, but he still couldn’t get 

through. Frowning and hanging up the phone, Thor had a bad feeling in his heart. Looking at the battle 

between SHIELD and Hydra on TV, and speculation about Vigilante’s sacrifice, Thor became more and 

more nervous. 



Call! 

Finally, after seeing that the Vigilante sacrificed on TV was the Mirage Knight from the League of 

Defender, Thor slammed up from his chair and strode out. 

“Hey! Thor, where are you going?!” Ben shouted as he saw Thor walking away without saying anything. 

However, Thor did not answer Ben’s words and soon disappeared at the door. Looking at Thor’s 

disappearing back, Ben turned to look at the report on TV, which was telling the story of Vigilante’s 

sacrifice. 

“Is it really true that one of the Vigilante sacrificed himself? The League of Defender’ fans website has 

not been updated in the past two days, which is really worrying!” After glancing at the TV, Ben also 

murmured with some worry. Although he can be considered a fan of New York Vigilantes, but compared 

to others, he is a lot more rational. 

Thor, who came out of the home of stray dogs, was not doing anything else. He wanted to summon 

Mj?lnir again. After Thor confirmed that Lin Rui was the Mirage Knight last time, he wanted to help Lin 

Rui take on the responsibility of protecting the city and the earth. 

But Thor also knows that he is just an ordinary person without his Divine Powers, so Thor has been 

trying to summon Mj?lnir during this time. Although it has some effects, he has never been successful. 

Today, after seeing reports of Vigilante’s sacrifice on TV, Thor felt that his heart was getting pulled out of 

his body. 

If Thor had been able to pick up Mj?lnir when Lin Rui came to Thor two days ago then he would have 

definitely helped Lin Rui in dealing with that Hydra. That day, Lin Rui must have planned to ask for his 

help. Thor kept thinking about it. However, because Thor had not regained his divine power at that time, 

Lin Rui dispelled the idea and allowed Thor to continue living on the earth as he wanted. 

So now Thor sees the story, and because he hasn’t been able to get in touch with Lin Rui, he’s afraid that 

the Vigilante is Lin Rui. If that were true, Thor would probably never forgive himself. He would feel that 

Lin Rui, his only good friend on earth, had died because of his incompetence. 

Call! 

“Mj?lnir…” Standing in an empty place by the road, Thor closed his eyes and felt for Mj?lnir. 

… 

Rumble! 

After two days, the base of SHIELD in New Mexico, which had not recovered from the last Mj?lnir shock 

discharge, shook again. Moreover, this time Mj?lnir’s reaction was more intense than two days ago, this 

time Mj?lnir flew directly into the air, and those hard alloy plates and concrete walls could not block 

Mj?lnir. 

Buzz~ 

Kakaka! 



Suspended high in the air, the lines on Mj?lnir’s surface lighted up one after another. From time to time, 

a dazzling blue thunder flew out from Mj?lnir, causing considerable damage to the surroundings. 

Fortunately, the Mjolnir shock two days ago had forced the base to evacuate, leaving only a few special 

forces soldiers guarding Mjolnir, who are now taking cover in the fortifications below. 

“What’s going on? The Hammer is going crazy again!” The Captain who was in charge of this special 

team responsible for looking after Mj?lnir looked up from under the cover and shouted helplessly as 

Mj?lnir continued to discharge electricity in the air. 

“Captain! The situation here has been reported to the Headquarters. They have sent the Avengers. 

Maybe they have a way to deal with this Hammer.” Just when the Captain complained, a soldier beside 

him rushed over to report with a tablet in his hand. 

“Avengers?! I hope they can deal with this Hammer.” The Captain felt a little relieved after hearing the 

report. 

Since the formation of SHIELD’s Avengers, they have participated in highly confidential operations, and 

everyone has seen their role. So, after hearing that the Avengers are coming here, these people were 

relieved. Of course, they can’t guarantee that the Avengers would be able to solve the trouble of this 

magic Hammer but at least they now think that there is a chance. 

Rumble~ 

While this team was guarding Mj?lnir and waiting for the Avengers to arrive, the suspended Mj?lnir 

shook again and again and then moved some distance towards New York. With Thor’s constant life on 

earth and his changing character, Mj?lnir has slowly begun to accept his call. 

“No, the Hammer is flying away!” The people on the ground became very nervous when they saw 

Mj?lnir moving. If the Hammer ran away on its own, their losses would be great. 

Call! 

However, two seconds later, they were relieved again because the Hammer in the sky stopped moving 

again. However, after a while, the Hammer moved to a further distance, then stopped again. In this way, 

every time the Hammer moved, people on the ground became very nervous, afraid that it will not stop 

again. 

In this way, Mj?lnir was about 500 meters away from the base when the sound of the Quinjet came 

from behind it. Fortunately, the location of the base was far away from the town, otherwise, a Hammer 

flying in the sky would certainly cause some commotion with the crowd. 

Brush! 

By the time Mj?lnir moved a dozen meters towards New York, a Quinjet had rushed in front of it. Then, 

several figures flew out of that Quinjet. 

… 

“Damn it! Still not enough!” Half an hour later, Thor in New York opened his eyes sharply and growled. 



Thor has been summoning the Mj?lnir for half an hour this time. He can already feel that Mj?lnir is 

slowly accepting himself again, but it is still not enough. And in the later period, Thor also felt a 

resistance, it seems that someone does not want him to summon Mj?lnir. 

“Is it Loki?” After thinking about the resistance he had felt in summoning the Mj?lnir, the expressions on 

Thor’s face looked ugly. 

“If it’s you then I will definitely punish you when I return to Asgard!” Thor tightly squeezed his fists and 

yelled towards the sky. 

Then, Thor had no choice but to return to the home of stray dogs. Now, Thor can only hope that the 

reports on TV are fake, and Mirage Knight, that is Lin Rui, is fine. 

Chapter 419 Regaining Consciousness 

Huh~ 

When those in New York who were related to Lin Rui were worried about him because of his 

disappearance. On a location close to an arctic continent near the North Magnetic Pole, the year-round 

cold wind was blowing violently. 

On this ice layer covered with snow, two black dots suddenly appeared out of thin air a day ago. 

Covered by the next snow and blizzard, the two black dots were soon covered by white and became 

completely invisible. 

Huh~ 

Not knowing how long has passed. There was a slight movement near the snow layer covering a black 

figure. This burst of motion came and went and the figure slowly moved in the snow. Soon, the thing 

under the snow had moved to the place where one of the two black figures was covered by snow. 

“Squeak Squeak!” After the little thing under the snow moved here, it seemed to find something and 

cried out. Judging from this call, the thing moving under the snow should be a small animal like a snow 

rat unique to this ice land. 

“Squeak Squeak!” 

Not knowing what the rat had found, the Snow Rat that hadn’t appeared out cried under the snow layer. 

In the end, it seemed to become certain of something and crawled forward. Then, the snow rat saw a 

human body buried in heavy snow, which is already a very good food for the snow rat. 

Brush! 

After making sure that the big food in front of him did not move, the Snow Mouse no longer hesitated 

and bit towards the wrist of the nearest person. 

“Squeak Squeak!…” However, just before the sharp front teeth of the snow rat were about to bite on 

that wrist, the hand that was supposed to be frozen suddenly moved, scaring the timid snow rat. 

Brush! 



After the wrist suddenly moved, the Snow Mouse screamed and turned to escape. However, the arm 

seemed to have noticed a small object next to it and simply swiped two fingers to pinch the tail of the 

snow mouse that had just turned. 

“Squeak Squeak! Pū!” The snow mouse whose tail was caught was in a hurry, turning back and biting at 

the hand holding his tail. Based on the sharpness of the teeth of this snow rat, an ordinary person would 

have lost some part of their finger. 

However, when the snow rat’s front teeth bite that wrist, it suddenly froze, and the wrist that should 

have been bitten was intact in the snow rat’s mouth and even the skin at the wrist area was not broken. 

Seemingly unable to accept such a result, the Snow Mouse froze for a moment and two large front teeth 

were still biting on that wrist. 

Call! 

However, the snow mouse was stunned, but the arm was not. When the snow rat bit his wrist, the 

fingers holding the snow rat’s tail were released. When the snow rat froze, the hand enclosed the rat’s 

whole body. At this time, it is impossible for Snow Rat to escape again. 

“Squeak Squeak Squeak Squeak!” After being completely caught, the Snow Mouse screamed in fear. 

However, the hand holding it did not intend to let go of it, but it did not pinch it to death. 

Huh! 

Then, with the arm holding the snow rat as the center, there was another movement in the snow, like a 

person buried in the snow drilling out of the snowdrift. Soon, a black silhouette shocked the snow layer 

on his body and slowly sat up from the ground. 

“Wha… where is it?” The person sitting in the snow seemed to be unclear about his situation and he 

began to look at the surrounding environment with a suspicious tone in his voice. 

“Squeak Squeak Squeak!” Just as the figure muttered to himself, the snow rat caught in his hand 

continued to scream. 

“Huh? Mouse? Why is there a mouse in my hand?” The figure raised his hand and looked at the rat and 

became even more puzzled. 

Regardless of the situation of the person who woke up from the snow, the snow rat is still struggling and 

wants to leave and grasp his palm. And the man felt the bite and struggle of the small thing in his hand, 

and his thoughts gradually became clear. 

“I remember! The Magic Cube! Red Skull! Space Door! There was an accident in the transmission 

process!” Finally, after taking up a few more minutes to wake up, the figure finally shouted. 

From what this figure had shouted, it is clear that this is Lin Rui who was swallowed together with Red 

Skull by the Space Door created by the Magic Cube. Sure enough, he did not die in the teleport process 

but he was teleported to this extremely cold place. 

“It looks like the transmission failed, but where am I now? Where is Red Skull?” 



“There is also the Magic Cube. I don’t know where it is.” Lin Rui glanced at the surrounding 

environment. Lin Rui’s eyes saw white and he could not see anything else at all. Lin Rui could only rely 

on the environment to judge his own situation. 

Because the Space Door opened by the Magic Cube was unstable, Lin Rui suffered many impacts of 

Space Fluctuations during the transmission process, and he fainted, so he did not know where he was 

transmitted to. 

Moreover, Lin Rui had been attacked by a space type attack before. His body was injured by that attack 

and then he was swallowed by the Space Door together with Red Skull. During the transmission process, 

he did not know how many wounds he suffered. 

Therefore, the current body of Lin Rui can be only described as being filled with injuries, a lot of his 

bones are broken, and there are also many internal injuries. If it wasn’t for the Phantom Suit’s strong 

defense, Lin Rui really didn’t know if he would have been able to come out alive of that failed teleport. 

After being continuously attacked by the Magic Cube, the Phantom Suit has suffered a lot of damage, 

and now some functions have been affected. For example, Lin Rui now feels a little cold, and it seems 

that the temperature adjustment function of Phantom Suit is damaged. 

Fortunately, before Lin Rui and Red Skull were swallowed together by the Space Gate, he had already 

injected a Gene Therapy Serum in his body. So, even if Lin Rui passed out, the Gene Therapy Serum 

continued to repair the injuries in his body, which made him wake up after being covered in snow for 

more than a day. 

“Squeak Squeak Squeak!” Just when Lin Rui thought about his current situation carefully, the snow 

mouse he was holding screamed again. 

“I see. I should let you go but you just tried to take a bite out of me, what? Are you scared now?” Lin Rui 

looked at the snow rat in his hand and the corner of his mouth raised slightly. 

Then, Lin Rui put the snow rat into the hole under the snow that it had drilled. Although the snow 

mouse just wanted to bite him as food just now, Lin Rui would not care about these little things. 

“So, let’s see where I am first.” Lin Rui looked up at the faint whispers sound around him as he saw the 

snow rat that he let go suddenly dig into the hole. 

 


